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Disclaimer: All the views expressed in
this presentation are the personal
opinions of the author and do not
represent any national, organizational,
or institutional endorsement.
Those views would be boring.

Who am I
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You should play more games!!
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Types of Innovation
“Creativity is thinking up new things. Innovation is doing new things.” — Theodore Levitt

• Innovations of kind
– A new variety of thing is introduced that changes an established system.
– A new system itself can be established.

• Innovations of form
– An existing thing is modified to make it appeal to new systems.

• Innovations of efficacy
– An existing thing is modified to do the thing it already does better.

• Innovations of process (interaction)
– A new way for existing things to interact is introduced to a system.
– Can be a response to (or consequence of) an innovation of kind, form, or efficacy.

• Innovations of principle (conceptual innovations)
– The existing pattern of thought or theory of action regarding a system is changed.

To be true “innovations” and not just “improvements” requires the system to
CHANGE HOW IT BEHAVES.
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Components of Technology
“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from a rigged demo ” -James Klass

Doctrine
(Technique)

Warfighter
(System of
Use)

Science &
Engineering
(Artifact)

Acquisition
(System of
Manufacture)

Reference (via Thomas Choinski Connections US 2016 brief”Macro Perspectives on Wargame Culture ad Innovation):
Kline, Stephen J. "What Is Technology?" Philosophy of Technology: The Technological Condition, An Anthology. Malden,
MA: Blackwell, 2003. 210-12.
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Operations Analysis and Wargaming: Relationship with
Levels of War
“In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. In practice there is.” - Yogi Berra
(well, actually Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut, but you never heard of him...)
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Roles and Relationships
OA, Wargaming, Exercise/Experimentation

•

Complementary nature of Operations Analysis and Wargaming.
–

Where human involvement is held constant, OA is emphasized.

–

Where human decision-making becomes dominant, Wargaming is emphasized.
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Wargaming in a “Innovation Campaign” Process
“Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana”. - Groucho Marx

• We need to specify a typology for games that support the “Cycle
of Research”.
•

Where do various types of games lie between “exercises” and “analysis”?

•

What parts of our process are supported by which type of game?

•

Stop worrying so much about “what is a wargame” and think about “what kinds of
wargames are there?” and “how do I use them?”
Real-world
Excercise

Experimental
Game

CPX/TEWT

Exploratory
Game/Workshop

Decision-making
Games

Research
Games

Analytic
Games

Tactical
Analysis
Campaign
Analysis

Wargaming Category Spectrum
Experimentation

•
•
•
•
•

Analysis

Designing games teaches us about innovations of kind.
Developing games teaches us about innovations of form.
Strategizing teaches us about innovations of efficacy.
Competition teaches us about innovations of process.
Gaming informs us about how and why we make decisions leading
to the ability to make cognitive leaps – innovations in principle.
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Interactive Environments for the Time-compressed
Collaborative Exploration of Complex and Uncertain
Decision – driven Competitive Landscapes (aka “Games”)
Creativity without strategy is called 'art.' Creativity with strategy is called 'advertising.‘ -Jeff I. Richards

• What the heck do I do with all those types of sorts of games??
Problem
Framing
What do you want?
Why do you want it?
Why don’t you have it?
(Discussions with
Decision-makers/
stakeholders)

Problem
Exploration

Solution
Framing

Establish boundaries of
problem-space, define
desired end-state,
identify obstacles to
achieving end-state.

Establish boundaries of
solution-space,
determine “suitable,
feasible, acceptable”
ways and means, decide
on a “theory of victory”.

Combine the results of
the Problem Exploration
and Solution Framing to
establish a framework
within which to test
solutions against the
problem

(Decision-making and/or
Research games/
workshops/”executive
Decision”)

(Experimental/Analytic
Game Design Process –
GAMES not
WORKSHOPS!)

(Exploratory wargame/
workshop/”Executive
Decision”)

This is where “warfigthing
gaps” get identified – parts of
the problem space which are
beyond the boundaries of the
solution-space.

Synthesis

Solution
Exploration

Solution
Testing

Evaluate interactions
between elements of the
Solution-space against
elements of the Problemspace and determine if
obstacles to achieving the
desired end-state appear
over-come.

Test elements of the
Solution-space against
elements of the Problemspace and determine if
obstacles to achieving
the desired end-state
appear over-come.

(PLAYING the Experimental
or Analytic game
supported by existing
Exercise/Experiment data
and Campaign/tactical
analyses)

(Conduct new Exercises/
Experiments and
Campaign/Tactical
analyses to determine if
apparent solutions are
indeed effective)

Process iterates back to Problem
Framing to see what aspects of
the problem remain, or were
created by the manner of solving
the existing problems
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Framing the Problem
”I have yet to see any problem, however complicated, which, when you looked at it in the right way,
did not become still more complicated.“
-Poul Anderson

•
•
•
•

Downes-Martin: What do I want? Why do I need it? Why don’t I have it? (Oh, and
when is the sponsor moving to a new job…?)
Why is (insert new technology here) what we SHOULD use, not just what we COULD use? Is
it an answer in search of a problem?
Does (insert new technology here) actually solve the problem? Create new ones?
Direct discussion with the sponsor and stakeholders.
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Problem Exploration

“There are some people who, if they don't already know, you can't tell 'em.” -Yogi Berra

•

Bound the Problem.

•

Describe desired end-state.

•

Identify obstacles to achieving it.

•

Leverage non-game related techniques:

•

–

“Liberating Structures” and “Language Processing”, “Slack-storming” etc.

–

Workshops, seminar events, and working groups.

Exploratory wargames/workshops or “executive decision”.
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Solution Framing
You can't just ask customers what they want and then try to give that to them. By the time you get it built,
they'll want something new. - Steve Jobs

•

•

Bound the solution-space.
–

Effects overcoming obstacles to success.

–

Conditions affecting decision-making.

–

Practical Alternatives and concepts for employment.

Theory of Victory.
–

•

Not just “how” to win, but what it means to win and how you decide you have done so.

Decision-making and/or Research games.
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Synthesis (aka “Game Design”)
”If you’ve read it, you’re aware of it. If you can teach it you know about it. But to design a game about it, you
need to understand it.” - Me

• Dialectic process involving Problem-space and Solution-space.
–

Dealing with ill-defined objectives, influencing uncertain adversary responses.

–

Multi-domain terrestrial, organizational and cyberspace landscapes.

–

Adaptation to emergent system behaviors – beyond the boundaries of engineering,
modeling and simulation.

• Exploratory/Analytic Game design as a method to create the
“dialectic arena”.
–

Scenarios, Components and Rules establish analog to competitive landscape.

–

Game design expertise only acquired with practice designing games.

–

Playing a wide variety of games expands the repertoire of a game designer.
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Solution Exploration (aka “playing the game”)
We don’t stop playing games because we get old, we get old because we stop playing games –George Bernard Shaw

• Need a cadre of “game-savvy” operators, engineers and analysts.
–

It takes experience for “muggles” to understand the various gameplay roles.

–

Just because someone wears a uniform does not mean they can jump right in.

–

Leverage gamers already in your ranks.

• Experimental/Analytic Games need to played several times.
–

Typical the 1st play teaches the rules, the 2nd play familiarizes the players with strategies
and only on the 3rd or 4th play do you get “competitive results”.
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Solution Testing
True genius resides in the capacity for evaluation of uncertain, hazardous, and conflicting information.
- Winston Churchill

• Drives the rest of the “Cycle of Research”:
–

Solutions can be further explored by means of analysis or experimentation.

–

Tools can include live exercises, system employment emulation, experimentation within
virtual worlds, and constructive simulation.

• Cycle will likely need to be iterated several time to find successful
solutions.
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In Conclusion…
”A conclusion is the place where you got tired of thinking.”
- Harold Fricklestein
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Back to our Panel Chair…

